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Entry Fee

Entry Fee is $50.00 for the season.

Anyone who has not paid in full at kick off of round 5 (30th March, 2023) will be removed from the competition.

Scoring

Points for a correct tipped win = 1

Draws cannot be selected.

Points for an untipped draw = 0

Ranking

The competition ladder is sorted by score then alphabetically by name. Rankings will be posted at reception every Monday.

Default Tips

For tippers who fail to enter their tips, a default of away teams will be applied.

No late tips – if your selections are not in the box at reception at kick-off of the first game each round, you will receive  
all away teams for that round. No exceptions

For tippers who join the competition late, a default of the average score of the round will be applied for the rounds  
they have missed.

Tippers who receive a default score are ineligible for the weekly prize.

Weekly Prize

The weekly prize is $25 of bonus points (shared between winners of the round) Only members eligible for bonus points. 
Bonus points cannot be transferred to another member or exchanged for any other prize. Points will be awarded to  
winners on Mondays.

The weekly prize is awarded to the tipper or tippers who have correctly tipped all the games.

In the case of no perfect round winner - It will Jackpot to the next round.

If the weekly prize is not won outright in the final round, it will be shared among tippers who have the highest score  
in the Final Round.

Seasonal Prize Money

The Prize Money will be calculated towards the end of the Competition and will be advertised prior to the Football  
Tipping Comp Presentation Day, once costing for the day are known and deducted.

The remaining entrance money will be divided between the top 4 placegetters as follows - 

1st  50% 

2nd 30%

3rd 15%

4th 5%

FOOTBALL TIPPING COMPETITION 2023
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